
Upgrade any Wooden Pallet to the PSS Lite. The Easy, 
flexible and cost-effective solution to ensure best in 
class protective packaging at maximum ROI. With 
PSS Lite, you can customize a solution for any 
dimension, tailored to your requirement making it the 
perfect choice for packaging across all product lines. 

Thanks to our unique, first of its kind innovation – the 
PSS Lite brackets - instantly upgrade to a collapsible 
and returnable solution. Made from rust proof, powder 
coated Mild Stainless Steel, our patented bracket 
design helps  secure  and lock  the  tough 
BubbleGUARD Sleeve to your standard Euro Pallet. 
The durable sleeve and the lid are manufactured with 
the same high performance BubbleGUARD as that of 
the PSS Pro. 

INTELLIGENT 
DESIGN 
With the PSS Lite brackets, collapsible 
sleeve and lid - experience all the benefits of 
the PSS Pro without the high investment.

The collapsible design of the system allows 
stocking and transportation, making it 
perfect for both returnable as well as export 
and one way logistics requirements. 

The PSS Lite is designed to ensure 
maximum optimization of space without 
affecting pallet dimensions. The brackets 
can be retrofitted onto existing pallets or 
the pallets can be purchased additionally. 

The flexible and efficient 
packaging solution

PalletGUARD
Sleeve System

LITE

UNLIMITED DIMENSIONS, 
UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES



ADVANTAGES 

Fits on any standard pallet 
maintaining pallet dimensions

Locking system to secure 
the sleeve to the pallet

Foldable sleeves 

KEY BENEFITS

Durable

Available As
Per Size Required

Foldable Design Rounded Edges
For Safety

Reusable
Multiple Times

High Point Load
Bearing Capacity

Can Be Fully
Customised

Lightweight 100%
Recyclable

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
Pallet        Sleeve System includes:GUARD LITE

+  4 corner brackets

+  4 side brackets with sleeve locking

+  1 collapsible Bubble  SleeveGUARD

+  1 Bubble  LidGUARD

+ Wooden Pallet (optional) sold separately 

*Recommended for 1+1 stacking

LITE

+  Powder coated steel brackets/rust proof and weather proof brackets for use in any environment 

+   Highly durable, High Strength sleeve design for enhanced impact resistance 

+  Bubble  sleeve and Lid is non-reactive and safe with oils and chemicals for industrial usageGUARD

+  Compatible with all standard forklift and material handling equipment

Available with 
*HDPE Thermoformed Lid



FILLED WITH FEATURES
Pallet  Sleeve Systems are available with a wide range of features ensuring a solution designed to GUARD
meet every requirement.

Front and back 
flap for easy access

M or Z folding for
easy collapse

Internal partitions 
and fabrication

Flat closed 
edges for safety

Variable height 
and size

Logo or 
corporate branding

Document pouch Velcro flap lock Inner lamination 
or soft trays

Trip-tracker



OUTPERFORMS CONVENTION
Nilkamal Pallet Sleeve Systems offers multiple benefits over conventional paper boxes, GUARD 
octabins and crates.

 environment

 
+ 100% recyclable sleeves so you can replace them after multiple uses without hurting the

+ Branding, trip-tracker, document pouch and secure lock features ensure high visibility in the   

 chemical resistant ensuring protection in all industrial environments

 supply chain reducing risk of loss

+ 100% polypropylene walls that are completely waterproof, UV resistant, heat resistant and    

+ Durability and reusability equals the most cost-effective solution and higher savings

 compromising on superior protection

+ Precise dimensions ensure the most optimum usage of floor space and maximum carrying capacity

+ Bubble  walls provide the best strength-to-weight ratio making it lightweight withoutGUARD

The intelligent space-saving collapsable 
design provides up to 5x freight cost 
reduction during reverse logistics.

SUPER
SPACE
SAVER

QUICK & EASY
TO ASSEMBLE
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